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H66 Customer story: COMDATE

Leading full service IT infrastructure 
provider partners with Hydro66  
for secure, worry-free data 
center solution



ComDaTe
CUSTOMER STORIES:

ComDaTe is a complete supplier for the IT environment, delivering  
everything from cabling and installation to ready-made IT solutions tailored 
to their customers’ business needs. 

Located in Northern Sweden since 1990, ComDaTe 
has built a reputation for fast, reliable, and secure 
operations throughout the country. They focus on 
solutions that are both complete and simple, bringing 
together all of the customer’s IT needs under one roof. 

Aware of the need to include secure data center 
solutions in their offering, they began their search for 
a colocation partner that could meet their exacting 
requirements. 

We spoke to CEO Jens Bergman about the specific  
challenges that lie ahead for his business and how  
ComDaTe came to choose Hydro66 as a partner.

Simple, reliable, secure

Since their start in 1990, Comdate has adopted a 
philosophy focusing on IT infrastructure, perfecting 
complete, reliable networking solutions for their 
customers. Prior to the development of cloud-based 
storage systems, the majority of customers were more 
likely to keep servers in-house - the security and access 
benefits justifying the cost of setup and maintenance. 
In recent years, however, the rise of affordable, scalable 
data storage and compute solutions has led to 
increasing demand from customers for a service that 
goes beyond networking - a full-service offering from  
a single supplier.

Jens recognized that their expertise lay in infrastructure 
and that their reputation was built on this specialization. 
As such - while there was increased demand for solutions 
that included compute and storage - he had no desire 
to take on the cost and headache of maintaining a 
specialized environment for his own servers, with all  
the additional skills required. So, the decision was  
taken to look for a data center colocation partner.

But where to start?

Jens was fortunate in having two members of his  
team with extensive data center experience, so 
together they were able to put together a precise 
shopping list of criteria, as follows: 
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but, given Jens’s colleagues’experience within the data 
center industry, they were still able to evaluate potential 
savings by colocating with Hydro66, rather than building 
up an in-house solution. ComDaTe also recognized that 
industry demands required a more flexible, scalable 
offering than was traditionally the case:

“Historically, when starting a new line of business that 
would host cloud solutions you built a data center,  
or a server room, to facilitate the servers hosting the 
services. Today this is not the right way to go unless you 
are a large global company. We needed a data center 
that was cost-efficient, secure, with high reliability and 
where we can grow with our services without the need 
to invest in data center infrastructure. According to our 
evaluation, we have a cost saving of about 45%  
by selecting Hydro66.”

The cost-saving offered by Hydro66 was a happy 
example of a ‘win-win’. Due to its cold-climate location 
and proximity to an abundance of green hydroelectric 
power, Hydro66 has among the best PUE (Power Usage 
Efficiency) and WUE (Water Usage Efficiency) figures 
of any data center globally. Not only does this have an 
obvious huge environmental impact, it also results in 
tangible reductions in running costs - savings that can 
be passed onto the customer:

• Pricing - the ability to deliver services at a  
    reasonable cost

• Green - energy and operations with the lowest  
    possible carbon footprint

• Geographical location - close to both ComDaTe  
    and their customers, in a low-risk region

• Security - both physical and virtual, critical for  
    ComDaTe’s established reputation

• Non-compete - a data center that would not  
    compete by offering similar services

• Facility - robust and stable data center operation  
    regarding power and cooling

• Connectivity - the possibility for both ComDaTe  
    and our clients to choose ISP

• Scalability -  the flexibility to expand as needed    
    regarding power and floor space

• Personal contact and service - a good relationship  
    with quick effective responses

A short, short list

With such a specific, exacting set of requirements, 
there was always going to be a limited number of 
suppliers who could tick all the boxes. With their 
extensive knowledge of the industry, ComDaTe was 
already aware of Hydro66’s innovative work in the  
area - it was the most natural choice and so a  
meeting was set up. From the outset, it was clear  
that the companies’ mutual philosophies were  
perfectly aligned and that they shared many of  
the same priorities:

A fresh start

While many of Hydro66’s customers are transitioning 
from in-house servers to colocation, Comdate were 
starting afresh, building up data storage and compute as 
a whole new business line to offer customers. As such, 
the cost-benefit analysis was a more theoretical one, 

“We arranged a meeting with Sara and Fredrik to present our services  
to them and the collaboration opportunity was obvious. We came 

to the conclusion that we should help our customers gain 
increased value from the relationship.”

”
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Secure by design

Although the tangible financial benefits of co-locating 
were quickly apparent, it was also an absolute priority 
for ComDaTe that their partner’s approach to security 
matched their own. From the outset, ComDaTe has 
paid extraordinary, granular attention to detail when 
it comes to securing every stage of their networking 
solutions, both wired and wireless. By establishing a 
close, personal relationship with Hydro66, ComDate 
were reassured that the physical and virtual security 
precautions matched their own high standards,  
freeing them up to focus on their core business:  

“We appreciate the strict security practiced at the data 
center. The big difference when security and availability 
are working as intended is that we don’t have to spend 
time on monitoring to the same extent. We take for  
granted that Hydro66 delivers their part of the stack  
and we can focus on ours.”

Seamless transition

Key to ComDaTe’s success (and an absolute priority 
when choosing a partner) was the fact that they wished 
to be able to focus on their core proposition -  
IT infrastructure. Ideally, they wished to be able to  

 “We appreciate the  
efficiency of the data 
center, which in turn  
leads to lower costs  
for us - we don’t need  
to pay expensive facility 
overheads with  
Hydro66!”
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offer storage and compute services as part of their 
wider offering, without it impacting upon their 
existing workflow. It was essential that the solution 
‘just worked’ - and this included the setup process. 
It needed to be quick and undisruptive - which was 
exactly what happened: 

“The transition to Hydro66 went 
smoothly through their on-boarding 
procedure - no challenge there. From 
the time of order, we were able to install 
the first equipment within one week. 
We’ve had great acceptance from our 
customers, high uptime (100% as of  
today) and no disruptions in the  
delivery of power and cooling.”

This rapid, seamless transition to a colocation solution 
has delighted ComDaTe - as Jens remarks: 

“it’s really hard to actually find things to say - we’ve  
had no problems, no issues, a great relationship. 
We always get information well in advance of any 
planned work and its implications. Hydro66 has a very 
professional operations team. We also know that at 
Hydro66 there is room to expand, which makes our 
business flexible and agile.”

What’s next?

ComDaTe has always focused on security, but with 
the move into offering data storage, the issues have 
become more complex. Last year the US government 

introduced the CLOUD Act, giving US judges the ability 
to request access to data held by any US company, 
wherever that data is stored. The implications for all 
companies handling data are profound:

“For years, companies have been moving to the cloud,  
but the cloud is not a location but rather a way to deliver 
a service. The CLOUD Act has created an increased  
demand for cloud solutions running closer to home.  
This will evolve, with the need for regional, national  
and local clouds increasing.” 

For companies such as ComDaTe, partnering with a 
colocation provider in the north of Sweden therefore 
makes even more sense. Not only does the location 
provides all the environmental and cost benefits 
required, it also increases the security and privacy  
of the data held, offering a real incentive for companies 
uneasy about the level of access which partnering  
with a US-based storage company might imply.

As the amounts of data we consume increase  
exponentially, the demand for green, secure, reliable, 
and cost-effective colocation services will only increase. 
As Jens notes:

“AI and IoT will be more and more common, and this  
requires lots of computing power, with big data requiring 
more and more storage. Up until 2003, humankind had 
produced about 5 exabytes of data, now we produce 
5 exabytes of data in a couple of days. We’ve only 
analyzed about 2% of all the data we have created.  
This is the challenge for both storage and compute. 
Since IT is a large power consumer globally, delivering 
high capacity with low environmental impact is critical  
for our future.”

ABOUT CLOUD ACT
European companies considering obtaining computer storage, processing or communication 
services should be aware that in certain circumstances US authorities may be able to obtain 
access to confidential data held by service providers even if the data is held on servers located 
outside the US. The Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data Act (CLOUD Act) allows US federal law 
enforcement agencies to seek a warrant requiring US service providers to provide stored data 
on any server within its possession, custody or control regardless of whether such information is 
located within or outside of the US. The service provider has a right to appeal under the CLOUD 

Act however we are not aware of any such appeals being upheld.
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Hydro66 helps forward-thinking companies match their applications with the 

optimal hosting environment. Hydro66 provides ultra-efficient, green colocation solutions 

ideally suited for large scale wholesale colocation, cloud computing, system integrators and 

HPC. The current data model is both broken and unsustainable. The vast majority of compute 

and store occurs in expensive city centre locations using dirty power and unreliable grids. 

Rising electricity prices on capacity constrained urban grids compounds the problem. Mean-

while telecoms prices continue to fall at around 20 percent annually. Facebook, Google and 

Apple have solved this by building hyper-scale Nordic data centres beside vast electrical grids 

which are highly reliable, 100 percent green and at ultra-low power prices. Now wholesale, 

enterprise, systems integrators and cloud companies can enjoy similar advantages to the 

Internet giants by working with Hydro66.

For more information please visit www.hydro66.com, call +46(0) 921 48 97 02
or email us at email us at sara.grundstrom@hydro66.com

Let’s talk! Learn how Hydro66 can help your business process and store data. Better still, increase availability, efficiency and scalability. 

And at the same time, reduce complexity, cost and environmental impact. Visit us at www.hydro66.com We’re ready when you are!

Hydro66 helps forward-thinking companies match their applications with the 
optimal hosting environment. Hydro66 provides ultra-efficient, green colocation solutions 
ideally suited for large scale wholesale colocation, cloud computing, system integrators and 
HPC. The current data model is both broken and unsustainable. The vast majority of compute 
and store occurs in expensive city centre locations using dirty power and unreliable grids. Rising 
electricity prices on capacity constrained urban grids compounds the problem. Meanwhile 
telecoms prices continue to fall at around 20 percent annually. Facebook, Google and Apple 
have solved this by building hyper-scale Nordic data centres beside vast electrical grids which 
are highly reliable, 100 percent green and at ultra-low power prices. Now wholesale, enterprise, 
systems integrators and cloud companies can enjoy similar advantages to the Internet giants 
by working with Hydro66.

For more information please visit www.hydro66.com, call +46(0) 921 48 97 02 
or  email us at sara.grundstrom@hydro66.com
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